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African
Architecture
•

Sensitivity

Black business

- ~

The Kermit K. Keith Memorial
Collection of African Architecture Prints wili be on exhibit ·
in the James A, .Porter Gallery
of African-American Art in the
Fine Arts Building on May 1012, from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m.

Howard University class of
72 presents their ·third Annual
Picnic on Saturday May 15, in
Great Falls, Virginia. Food, entertainment, and transpottatton
provided for $1.50. Buses leaves
the Quad. at 11 :35 a. m., Tickets
on sale today at Student Center
window from 1-4 p. m.

Election for officers of the
Haitian Student Association will
be held on Friday (today) starting at 10:00 p.m. All interested
students are asked to partici pate; New Building room 105.

Meeting of SOBU Chapter Sunday May 16, at 3 p.m . room 45
Founders Library. All inte rested
. Brothers and Sisters ar e asked
to come. Bring pencil and paper.

Art Show

'

Travel
.
The information that follows
is f~he benefit of travellers.
Ther is a book entitled The.
Key to Travel Abroad (a currency 09nversion book),_ The
Bienvenue en France (10 free
services in F r ance), Pan Am
Worldwide Shopping Guide, Passport Applications, International,
(the cr edit car d).
For further information on
travel abroad and where. to pickup the following materials go to
Locke Hall (NB 266). The phone
number is 797-1474.

Saturday, June 26
2nd Annual Caribbean Soccer
Tournament sponsored by · the
Trinidad & Tobago Association
.SOUL GOSPEL '71
and Jamaica Nats Soccer Club
followed by tropies presentation
The Alpha Theta Nu Omega.
/
dani!e.
Theological F raternity at Howard
University School of Religion is
Venue to be announced. The
presenting a "Senior HighSchool
Trinidad Steel-Band will be in
Gospel Festival" tonight at
attendance.
Cramton Auditorium at 7:00p.m,• ; Sunday, June 27
The purpose of our "Gospel FesBoat Cruise - 8 p.m.-12 midtival" is two-fold: We feel that
night. M. V. Diplomatic departs
this program will be a means
Pier 4, Maine Avenue and N
of promoting spiritual unity
Street, s.w., down the Potomac
among high school students as
River with a s top at Matshalt
well as promoting an awareness
Hall Amusement Park. Beer, reof our rich cultural heritage as
freshments on board. Trinidad
expressed through gospel music.
Steel-Band in attendance together
The program features the senior
with t he latest pre- recorded
high gospel choirs of Washingtapes. Donation - $4 .00 (payable
ton, D. c. and the master of
in advance)
ceremonies for the evening will
July 29 - August 2
by the dynamic and soulful D.J .
Bus trip to Toronto, Can,ada.
of WOL Radio gospel mus ic, Mr.
Financial members - $22 (r ound
Sonny Jim Kelsey. Admission
trip); others - $27 (round t rip)
is $1.00 and tickets are avail(Payable ln advance). S~e Niagar a
able at the ticket office in the
Falls, Caribana Festivities, SocStudent Center.
cer etc.

Haitian Students

SOBU

African Art
.

"The Ten" and Dean Arthur
Norman invites you to "An X:Perience in Ten'' May 0 through•
16 at Dr ew Hall, Sunday from
5 through 10 pm and w•a ekdays
12-9 pm. Refeshments will be
served.

Soccer

There will be a meeting for
all persons interested in working on the HILL TOP next year,
Thursday, May 20, 5:00 p.m. in
the HILLTOP Office, 221 5 4thSt.

The Sophomore Class will
sponsor a Sensititvity Session
entitled "A Journey Within"
Wednesday, May 19, 1971, Locke
Hall fr-0rp .2-6 p.m.

Earl Howard Graduation Supply
Company, a Black company, sells
class rings-, frat sweaters,
shirts, announcements, year
books, pictures, etc. He is also
looking for graduates to work
with the company as representa·tives and photographers, 2524
Pennsylvania A\'e. 582-1100 .

Picnic

Hilltop

Mrs. Lois J. Pierr e - Noel
will show slides on contempor ar y
African Art in the BlfOWSing Room
of Founder 's Li brary on Friday,
the 14th of May, 1971 at 2:00
p. m.
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Get active without
getting busted . ..

___ 7a ay. ·
I

'

,

Get the book
Eug ene McCarthy
ca lls: ··a discerning and
usefu l guide . . . It is
my hope it will be
wid ely read .''

oolilica
ac1·J0

'

by Michael
Walzer

•

edito r o f Dissen t mag az ine
~

Pap erbou nd $1.95
a/so ava il ab le in cloth, $5.95

'Q
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I QUADRANGLE

BOOKS

ClllCAG0,6061 1

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famo us U S. Wom en Sk i Team Diet

During the non·sno"' off season
the U.S. \Vomen's Alpine Ski Team
memqcrs go on the " Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Sk'.i Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is de·
signed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work ,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly , a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, t,he U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn' t be permitted to use it ! Right? So, give .
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've.Jried all
the other diets, you owe ·it to your·
self to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if yqu really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today . Tear th is out as a
reminder.
Send only $1.00 ($ 1.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. - to: Ski
Team Diet, P. o . Box 15493. Dept.
ST, San Diego, Calif. 92115
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!
•

•

Or Acapulco for $10.
In living color.
Yo 1 Eastern Comp1,,;s Rep con sl-iow
you now you con enjoy q w eek-long
vacot1on ·n Ft l oudcrdol9 o r M iom·
B0och that f1g1,,;rcs out to $7.85 o day.
The some in Mo>-1co City o t $7 00
doily or Acapulco ot $ 12.70 doily.
I
O r Son Juan for $ 12.07.

Then use yo r Easter 11 You th Fore
Cord to c;6t your cost of fly ng. It wdl
1escrvc you a scot at 7 5'% fore to the
farthest domestic poin t on;Eostcr n· s
system . You just poyz
rg (or fore th1°
1cst o l theway.
'
G et- all the detai ls, q plica tion b lanks,
fro m C hidi.Johnso;<. Coll 833-7842.

A ll you do is join ETC (Eosterr1s
Travel Clu b) ot the Sf'ecial student
1a te of $3.00. That not only q ua li fies
you for these special Cl ub rotes, but
olso gets yo u rnemb er s-onlr exlros
:1ke your own car pool. free sightscemg trips, special discounts, yoL1
own Club room, po• t1cs, and more!
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By Larry Col eman

Malcolm x mystified us, No
doubts about it, he mystified us.
He was an incarnation of our
suppressed consciences. He was
the kind of thing we could not
burn out of our hair with straightening combs or processing
pomade. He was the kind of thing
we could not wash from our bodies; he was the kind of thing we
could not deny ••• although we
tried, oh god, how we tried.
He was us, unabashedly us, and
he mystified and marvelled us to
no end,

,

During his life we shucked and
jived him , never knowing we were
shucking and jiving ourselves.
When he fell dead in the Audubon Ballroom some of us breathed
a sigh of relief, some rejoiced,
some were confused, and believe
it or not a few of us wept. Who
is the us I'm referring to? I'm
referring to Black people in general and Black students specifically, To me has fallen the
task of analyzing the impact of
Malcolm X on the Black stu- ·
dent movement.
The early sit-ins perhaps were
indirectly related to his pres~nce, but I feel that more than
ahyone else the credit and impetus for these student sit-ins
must be given to SC LC, CORE and
the whole spectrum of the civil
nghts movement. The sit-ins
freedom rides etc. represented
concrete reactions to concrete
conditions ... with the aim being to
look as innocent and
helpless
as possible.

~

es

But if the cries for "freedom ·
now" and ''We shall overcome'~
were the result of the civil rights
movement then the cries for
"Black Power" and "relevancy,.
wre surely the oqtgrowths of
the Malcolm X-perience. But I
do not intend to suggest that
these different movements came

about as a result of different
catalysts. To be sure, there was
a great deal of interchange between Malcolm and the civil rights
leaders. People borrowed · from
both. This is still being done.
A body of Black people today
can hear two speaker s, a
Muslim and a civil righter and
applaud as loudly after one has
finished as they will do for the
other one •••witness Farrakhan
and Abern.hy.
Many sttldents admire equally
Malcolm and Martin.
All the building takeovers,
class boycotts and campus" demonstrations were spawned in the
name of Malcolm and Blackness.
For a while the quotologists could
barely say hello witout mentioning h1s name. His Autiobiography
is today practically outselling the
bible; It lras been translated into
35 different lan~ages. All this
is fine and dandy, but Malcolm
is dead. And in my· estimation,
it is too little too late.
Instead of leaning so heavily
Ol\ the words of Malcolm, we
should seek to emulate the life
of Malcolm . But to some of us
this would be taking the ultimate sacrifice. Malcolm was a
brother that practiced what he
preached. He walked in the way
of peace and truth. What we
insist on doing is taking his
words and taking the american
drug scene and blending them
into a very hip amalgam of Black
togetherness, what we fail to
understand is what we are doing to mixing ups and downs
and that spells danger.
Malcolm's posters are everywhere. His books cover all library shelves. His spirit lives
on, but make no mistake, he is
irPevocably gone. To us the living fal ·s the obligation to making
his life a memorial, not mockery,
and wresting our destiny from the
hallowed halls of history,

Froin fields to campus
By Gwen Ross

•

Howard's Gospel Choir returned to Cramton's stage Sunday,
celebrating not only their own
musical history but the heritage
of Black m'Jsic as well. An estim~ted 900 persons attended each
of the Mother's Day presentations that focused on the development of gospel music "From the
Cotton Fields to the Campus."
In a series of vignettes narrated by poet-in-residentce Clay
Goss, choir ml1mliers showed
how the " call and response''
technique of African music had
survived the Middle Passage to
become an a ide'ntifying ttait of
Black music. The frantic drums
bongoist Eugene Brown recalled that Africru. past, but the
melodic lament of Sylvia J\IcDona~ in " Little Boy's Got a
Name'\ was an abrupt remtnder
of the ~ew World's captivity,
That slaves carried this technqiue into their labor was demon'
strated
in a work song number
led by powerful baritone Dwight
Webster. The eventual adoption
of this «call and response" for
relaying escape plans was
dramatically depicted as three
singers called out to each otl\_er
from the dark recesses of the
auditorium.
~
Moving toward
rriore recent
period in Black his ory, the choir
drew wild applause fQF its hilarious portrayal of the ot~-fashion
ned
church · meeting. This
episode, which was bare'Ci on the
"praise houses" allowed during
slavery days, captured such
familiar types as the hawkeyed
usher, the snuff-dipping secr~
tary, the big-hipped latecomer,
the yet-to-be saved Jezzebell,
and oh-so righteous testifier.
Finally, for a look at gospel
on the cmapus , the choir appeared in jeans and other informal . college wear to sing
"Walk I'm Up," the spirited
chorus from the Broadway hit
"Purlie."

•
•

'

When the choir reappeared for
the second half, its elections reflected a merger of old and ne\\
musical strains into gospel. Fol
this segment of the program, the
choir departed from its tradi· uonal robes to pink angel-type
gowns for the women and mod;
iSh rose ?nd salmon colored
vest outfits for the mean. Borrowing from Sly and the Family
Stone, the choir did a m11ted/
but explosive version of "Some•
body's Watching You, " to advise
the audience to never profess
to be a Christian. After sever al
old favorites like · "Th~ Lord
is My Shepherd" and "Just Look
Where I've Come From," the
choir concluded with a highly
stylized version of Neil Diamond's" pop favorite, "He Ain't
Heavy-He's my Brother. "
The anniversar celebration
applauded the efforts of the
choir's
musician arrangers
Henry Davis, Richard Smallwood,
and Leon Roberts. Also honored
were director Wal ace Williams,
chairman of the observance,
painist Anthony Booker and senior members ' Of the 100-voice
choir.
Mrs. Pearl Williams-Jones,
s ister of the Director. A graduate of Howard's School of
Music, M~·s . Williams Jones said
that unlike previous occasions,
she wi+s not coming with Bach or
Beethoven, but in the "name of
the Lord." And she did just
that, but her opening number
definite strains of Bach, On the
other hand, her highly stylized
playing and singing of "Let It
Be" and "Only Done by God"
much resembled Roberta Flack's
anoroach,
Offering a youthful, mellow,
gospel were the Overbrook
Singers, a group of Philadelphia
highschoolers directed by J\.Irs.
Williams-Jone!':
Also on hand to observe the
choir second anniversary wer e
the Harrison Jonhson Community
Choir of Los Angeles.

Next Wednesday will bethe46th
birthday of El Hajj Malik El
Shabazz. I say will be because
Malcolm is alive. He never really died he merely passed from
one form of cosmic energy to
another-from one level of ·e xistence to another ... you and I must
. understand this. Listen to our
shining Black Prince then move
to organize the nation that he
so hoped to create.
••we are as much African today
as we were in Africa four hundred years ago, only we are a
modern counterpart of it. When
you hear a black man plaY.ing
music, whether it is Jazz or
Bach, you still hear African
music. We are African in color,
feell.r\g, everything. And we still
always be that whether we like
it or not.'' Harvard Speech.
"Being in Ghana now, the fountainhead of Pan-Africanism, the
last days of my tour ·should- be
intensely interesting and enlightening,
Just as the American Jew is
in harmony politically, economically, and culturally with
World Jewry, it is time for
all African.: Americans to become an integral part of the
World's Pan- Afr icanist, and
even though we might remain
in America physically while
fighting for the benefits philosophically and culturally and
develop a working unity in the
framework of Pan-Africanism"
Letter.
"The Black man by nature is
a builder, he is scientific by
nature, he's mathematicaly by
nature. Rhythm is mathematics,
harmony is mathematics . It's
balance·. And the Black Man is
bafanced. Before you and I came
over here, w,e ·were so well
balanced ~eoss something on
our head
d run :with it, You
can't eve run with your hat
~ now- you/ can't keep it on. Be
7
cause you lest your balance.
You've gotten away from yourself. " On Afro- Arl)erican History.
i
"When our people in thislcolintry received a new ilJTage of
Africa, they automatically united
through the new image of themselves. Fear left them completely!" Harvard Speech.
" Just as a strong China has
produced a respected Chinaman,
a strong Africa will produce a
repected Black !\Ian anywhere
that Black man goes on this
earth." OAAU Rally.
,
"It is impossible for any Black
group in America to become invo1vect in any kind political organization tbat doesn't have some
roots directly connected with our
roots on the African continent.
"OAAU Rally.
"Our origin is the same and
our destiny is the same whether
we like 1t or . not." Meeting in
Paris .
"You must realize that what
I am trying to do is very dangerous , because it is a direct
threat to the entire international
system 0f racist exploitation.
It is a threat to discrimination in
all its international forms .
Therefore, if I die or am killed
before making it back to the
states, you can rest assured
that what I've already set in
motion will never be stopped,
The foundation has been laid
and no one can hardly undo it,
Our problem has been internatic!'!alized, The results of what
I am doing will materialize in
the future." Letter from Cairo
"One of the things that made
the Black Muslim movement grow
was its emphasis upon things
African. This was the secret to
the growth of the Black Muslim
movement. African blood, African origin, African culture,
African ties. And you'd be surprised- we discovered that deep
within the subconscious of the
Black man in this country, he
is still more African than he is
American. He THINK that he's
more American than African,
because the man is jiving him,
the man is brain- washing him
everyday, He's telling him,
"You're an American, YOU'RE
AN AMERICAN!" After the
Bombing,

~

lS

By Nairo bi
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"You and I were produced
by Kings and/ Queens from the
African continent, scientists, the
best. They took the best of Afrlean society, and sold them as
slaves. -We brought the highest
price. o/e didn't come here as
chump~; we were the c ream of
the crop on the African continent'.'' On History ·
"}t's impossible for us to go

But what basis are we going
to get together on? We've got /
to get together on the same basis
they got together Italians got
gether because they were Italian
the Jews got together on ti)
basis of being J ews, the Ir~h
got together on the basis/ of
being Irish. Now what basiS a re
you and I 'going to get together
on?" On History
·

tot

.tf~~un~~t•;,togj';;·ck sOn rec a 11 ed:

1 'How long, oh Lord?'
•
By Linda Newton

Sixteen year-old brother shot in back by Augusta police for "stealing"
candy bar.
Remember the second week
in the back.
1
in May, 1970?
Three days later, in Jackson,
A year ago the "Garden City
Mississippi, the white man atof the South" erupted into a
tacked Black men again, Acrowd
city of wholesale murder. Monof
Black college students
day, May 11, 1970 saw the calm
gathered on the lawn of Jackson
of Augusta, Georgia erupt into
State's Alexander Hall. A state
patrol diviSion was stationed near
violence.
.
.
Charles Oatman, a 16 year old
by because a few Black youths
Black youth, was murdered in
had thrown rocks, at car s the .
the Richmond County jail. The
previous dav.
'
word was out. Richmond County
While describing the incident,
police had murdered the young
Ferris Adams characte rized a
man. Citizens of Augusta's Black
state pa~rolman. "He looked like
community ente.r ed the streets
' Al Capone with a tommy gun,"
.on a "looting and burning" spree.
stated Adams. A 30 second barGeorgia's National Guard and
rage of rapid gunfire was directthe Georgia State Police were /
ed towards the women's dormiplaced on alert. Augusta's City
tory. The panelling of Alexander
Police decided that th~ could
Hall was scarred by 140 bullet
handle the disorders thimselves.
marks.
But the poUce coul~ t handle
The final toll? Dead, James
the situation. The police began
Earl Green, a 17 year old high "' .'
to murder any Black' person they
school senior, and Phillip L.
Glbbs, a 21 year old student.
suspected of ''looting and running
~ine students were wounded, infrom the law."
"I saw a Negro policeman and
cluding a number of coeds,
his white partner fire nine shots
Black colleges across the nainto the back of a man slispected
tion ceased their normal activiof looting." stated Charles A.
ties in order to discuss , or
Reid. The Augusta businessman
meditate upon, the plight of Black
continued, "They did not fire
people in America. Howard did
a warning shot or ask him to
that too. For one full week we
stop running. "
wer e seriously viewing our reThree men were dead on arlationship with whit~ Amerjca.
rival at University Hospital. At
In
a eulogy given for
Talmadge Hospital, another was
one of · the J\1ississippi vicpronounced dead when he was retims, C h a r 1es Evers asked
moved from a car while another
"How long, oh Lord, will our
lived for half an hour. Still anwhite brothers continue to desother victim was taken directtroy us'? " Let's not deal with
ly from the streets to a funeral
chat questi'on. Let's ask "How
home. The final toll? Six men
Long, oh Lord, will we allow
ddad. • All shot at least once,
white men to qestroy .us?"

Rome CCXXXI B.C·.

''Funny, important and fascinating.''
:Ji'~ IN COLOR
-~
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By Robert "The Black" Taylor
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of genoc de against the Jews
was steri zation, maybe AmeriKKKa wan to use the same
method ag
t Blacks.)
THAT Ben Chaney, the 18year- old broth~; of James
Chaney, Black ~i~ rights worker
who was k i 11e Ci. along Y,.lth
two white civil tJghts workers in 'Mississlppi in 1964,
was recently ser.tenced_ to life iii
prison for the alleged mur der of
~ white insurance sales'man. If ·
you will r emember, ho*~ver 1
the seven white men who were·
eventually found guilty of the
brutal murder of Ben's brother
received ter ms of less than ten
years. (AmeriKKKan justice).

~
orroRIJ.\t
... .

I
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It is fitting that we dedicate our last issue to Malcolm, because our single most important
goal this year has been unity, and although we have not achieved it, we can at least end on a
point of agreement and unity: We have all in some way been inspired or affected
by the life
/
and teachings of Malcolm X.
We need to recqgnize this unifying factor, and use it as a foundation from which we
continue t o build our nation. It is not enough to read the- Autobiography, and hang the
posters on our walls; it is not even enough to quote h im verbatim. We must move forwa rd ,
taking from Malcolm's teachings the inspiration necessary to do the work- not of the early
1960's, but of the seventies and eighties. Undoubtedly many of Malcolm's ideas can be
applied to our present times, since Malcolm, himself,. was ahead of his own time. But other
must be put into their 'perspecfive contexts, and new formulae must be added to the
solutions that Malcolm prescribed for freesJom.
Malcolm foresaw the need for a more broadened political scope for Black pe0ple, when
he urged us to " return to Africa philosophically and culturally, and develop a working unity
in the framework of Pan-African ism." Thus Stokely speaks today of " returning ta Africa, at
least psychologically."
Obviously Pan-Africanism is the necessary next stage of t he sevent ies for Black people.
But realistically, how many Black people are actually aware of the concept and meaning of
Pan-A'frica11ism? We must not forget t~at Malcolm's " grass roots" orientation, and his
continued grass roots approach to the ~r'oblems of liberation made him a leader of the
people. We must base our approach to Pan-Africanism on the needs of ·all Black people,
keeping in mind that struggle is more than classroom d iscussion.
•
We must let Mal~olm be .a light guiding us down whatever path' we choose and if that
path is P~n-Africanism, we must pave it fo r ourselves and 9u~ people, rem~mbering his
wo,rds, " One of the first things I think young people ..should learn is how to see for yourself
and listen for yourself and think for yourself."

.

•

TH\T this reporter recenUy ·
over heard a conversation beTHAT African military unity
tween two graduating seniors
concerning the recent Ii.USA electook a positive and unprecedented
tions in whlch one "sister" said
step forward last month when
the government of Siaka Stevens
''l haven't \r,oted in four years,
why ~hould I ~qte now." (Oh, you
of Sierr a Leone frustrated an
attempted coup d'etat from the
silly, s~ly fool~)
>-.
.right by allowing troops fr om
THAT the spectre of the comthe socialist Guienian govern' plete elimination or the mergment of Sekou Tour e helped him
•
ing of predominate y Black colin putt ing down the attempt to
leges and univer sitie with larger\
topple his government. The event
white schools is eve growing.
represented perhaps the first
It was reported some ime ago
time that one Afr ican governin this column that the ~kansas
ment had assisted another in a
state legislature had p~sed a
common defence pact. (Pan-A!r-'
bill which in effect merged allicanism in action - - Black on.)
Black Arkansas AM&N CoNege
I A 'thank you' note
with the virtually all white UQiver sity of Arkansas system. BeTHAT s ince this may be the
•
fore that time the Virglnia state
last scheduled paper for this
I wish to mention the names of some of the people who helped The HILL TOP get
assembly had considered a bill
academic year The Black feels ·
t hrough a year of hassles and more hassles. First the entire editprial staff must be
which: would eliminate or mer ge
it necessary to express the gr eat
sever.al of the Black colleges in\ \ pleasure and ' experience he has
commend~d, particularly Robert " The Blac~ " Taylor, and Gwen Ross, both of whom put
its state. And recently it was
feceived from doing this column
forth tremendous effort each week. Sports Editor Millard Arnold has been one of the ~ost
announced that the Department
for the students of Howar d Uni•
of HEW was spearheading adrive
versity. My purpose was to insteadfast and dependable editors, and Copy Editor Estrelda Epps has been a reliable
to "dissolve" Soul ern Univerfo r m interpret and inte r est the
all-around assistant to everyone on the staff.
sity in Baton Rouge, Louis iana,
Untv'~sity com'munity in the news
We have had some of the most efficient reporters in the recent history of The Ht LLTOP
one of the thr ee lar est Black
of\\he Pan-African world and of
universities in the cou try, into
the 'ne s which affects it for it
including Linda Newton, Theola Miller, and Larry Coleman. Photographer Jeff Fearing ha~
the predominately white Louis1s my belief that once a 'people
rescued us several times by turning up with photos we thought we'd never get, and Richard
iana State Univer sity. (Two, four,
know the turth they will find
six, eight, we don't want to intetheir way to f;eedom. (Robert
Do~glas has also . supplied us w)th life~saving last minute pictures. Diane Worsley, the
grate -- with our enemies.)
N. TayloII 'I'~e Black)
Business Manager, has helped 1,J S reach a record high in advertising revenue.
THAT another genocidal spe~.
\ \
<
t e 1s also gaining impetus wittii
Finally,' without the efforts and advice of Mr. Vincent Johns and Mrs. Madaleine Gill in
in this United (against Black
the Office of Student Life, we may ')ever have made it through 26 issues of The HILLTOP.
peop e) States of America. Accord g to information that this
P.L.S.
report r has been able to gather,
Romance language complaint
bills. ha e been· introduced in the
.Dear Editor,
.
/
'
Connect! ut, Tenne~se, South
Alumnus
raps
Dear Editor:
As this school year· comes to
member for only six yefrs:
Carolina, and Mi.ssissippi state
a close I wish to direct myself
Strange? She was also told that
legislatures which call for the
As, an alumnus of Howard Uniwhere wre the masses of Black
to the How.ard Romance Lacguage
the fact that she speaks little
forced steri~ation of any welstudents and youths? Where were
versi~College of Liberal Arts,
Department to give it some homeEnglish was a consider ation
fare mother
o has more than
67)
I
eel
that
I
am
compelled
they
when
thousands
of
youths
work for the summer.
(Mr s. Portuondo is the/only naone so-called legitimate child.
to
writ
you
concerning
certain
converged
upon
Washington,
D.
c.
I speak of the firing of a
tive speaker in the department).
This report shou d be taken sermatters
that
I
feel
are
equally
to
express
their
opinions?
Surely,
teachl!r in the Spanish section
Funny things, she knows and
iously in view o~ the fact that
important
1,; to both me and the
as
an
alumnus
of
Howard
Uniof the department-Mrs, Porspeaks English better than the
nationwide almost half of all
versity, I would have thought
students
o~oward University.
tuondo. Somehow it :;eems that
department head does French,
welfare mothers a~ Black. (I
For the p t 3 weeks, Washthat Howard would have t~en the .
there was to say the least, a
which is what I she teaches.
iniative amongst Blacks 1rl par- ·/ mistake· made when the departt~e of German _ \ ;ethods J ington, D. C. has been experStr ange? And and'ther thing, M:s.
ticipating in the demonstrations.
iencing an eraofdemoostrations.
menf dismissed her. The reaPol'tuondo tea9hes Spanish, how
First, there w~the demonstraBy no means, do I advocate
son for her dismassal lacks erecome she 1s being graded on her
radical ideas but rather I am a
tion by the Veterans culminating
dence somehow. Further the cusEnglish? Three teachers in the
moderate liberal. Yet, are the
on 23 April 71. These were
tomary period of one year's adFrench
Section have been
men who had served,their counBlack students of Howard Univance notice was overlooked,
similarly I dismissed for some
versity too busy to participate
try in Southeast Asi~, returned
Why?
..
petty re~on or other.
and
vocalize
on
a
subject,
which
home
and
were
now
protesting
\
In a · letter dated December
If th}~ is supposed to "house
\
what they, as a group, felt was
is paramount in the minds of
14, Mrs. Portuondo was incleanirlg time" when is the inethe people of this nation? I
an unfair conflict in Southeast
formed, "This 1s to inform you
briate department head going to
urge you to print this letter
Asia. There were men from all
that your contract expires on
go?
parts of the United States, some
in your next edition and recomJune 30. Reappointment is not
he responsible poeple in the
with no appendages and .o thers
mend that you, as editor, enrecom1nended,'' that was all.
epartment have, the real reacourage an opinion poll amongst
partially disabled. They had come
When she asked why, she was
sons and answers why. Maybe
to voice their opinion not only
the students to determine their
told that it was because she
by the end of the Summer, conto Congress but also to a "desentiment.
failed to complete herdoctorate
cerned students who have seen
.
Thank you,
ceived" nation•
within the alloted seven year
the situation in the department
Peart S tewart/ Editor •
At the writing of this letter,
'T.'
period, The ·c;rux? Mrs. · Por
get wqrse and worse will know
there 1s currently another sertuondo has been a full timefacu y
why too. /
·
\,
ies
of
demonstrations
ocouring,
·stan Ferdina nd/ Managing Edito r
. Comments on election committee
Patricia A. ~can
one involving the students of
By Larry Coleman
material
and
then running to the
the United States. These are the
Something stinks about this
itse-lf; I understand tha they
judges crying foul ? Nothing,
~l anne Worsley/ Advertisi ng Manag91'
people upon which the brunt of
election. Something foul and inhave a job to do, But w I am
I believe if a rule 1s a rule,
the battle of war falls. Over
sidious is lur king in the wings
kicking about is the ind init should be enforced acr oss the
8,000 people have been ar rested,
Gwen Roll/ News Editor
waiting
to
present
itself,
What?
justice
of
the
princ
e
of
the,.
board, barring none, or relaxed
Yet, wher e was the support of
I wish 11.ke hell that 1 knew,
whole matter behind im~ly disagainst all violator s with a severe
the young Black college stuRobert Tayl or/ Feature Editor
but I have already been able
qualifying these h~ candidates
warning being issued against the
dents? Wher e were those Black
to discern some of its vibrawhen at least
e other canrepetition of the said infraction.
college leaders that had openly
Miiiard Arnold/ Sports Editor
lions. These vibrations came
didates had s im ar infractions
The election committee did not
opposed the war in Vietnam alleg•
from none other than the elec- · against them,
/
see it this way. They chose to
ing that the end of the Vietnam
Estrelda Epps/ Copy Editor
tion committee itself, Bear with
What rules were the guilty
persecute Hayes and Allen, and
War would lead to better domes\
me.
of violating? It 1s all.eged that
s lap the others on the wrist by
tic and economic conditions at
The election committee has
they had Il)Ore than one poster
saying "aw come on you guys."
Reggie McGee/ Layout Editor
home? Where were those Black
/
taken what I consider an extrain one P?rticular area, it 1s
Think my br others and sisters!
student leaders who had so vocalCarotyn Wyatt/ Photo ~dltor
or dinar y step that smacks heavallegedtfat they had poster s on
How many times have you seen
ly stated that the Vietnam War
lly at partisanism. The com.,.
glass • ,oors, th[ees etc. And
other candidates posters on trash
had nearly doubled the mortalo. Pascual O.sent/ A•t Edi~
mittee ruled Sunday that Roy
guess ho notified the electic>'n
cans, window panes, on trees or
ity r ate of Blacks?
Allen, candidate for the Pres. of
committee of these alleged fu_
all bunched together like a
For over 100 years Howard
Barbara Wo mac k/ AhOOlate Editor
HUSA, and Ron Hayes, candidate
fractions ? The candidates runpanoply! How many times?
,
University has been recognized
for HUSA treasur er were duly
ning for the same positions that
Oh well, by the time that you
by both Blacks and whites as the
obligated to take down all their
Ron and Roy wer e runnµig for,
see this article the election wlll
vanguar d of Black ideas. Howard
Pubflshecl weakly, except 1 durfl\I
campaign llterature by Monday,
; I r epeat 'J.S'omething s ti¢cs about
be histor y. If Hayes' and Allen --has produced some of America's
h ollday1 and final examlnatlo-.
May 9, or suffer disqualificathis elect'4on." Answer me this
win despite this un'fair turn of
gr eatest and most renowned
perfod, by the students o f Howard
tion. Now, urider stand, I am not
what isl to have stopped thes~
events then maybe• Candide and
Unlv•rsity. Yelrly 1Ub1Crfptlons
per sonalities. Yet, in an er a
knocking the rules of the eleccandidates or some of their
Jack-the-Bear wer e right .about
$4.00. Distributed by Alptla Piii
when a Black congr essman (Rep.
011\911 Service 'F.nteralty. Telephone
tion committee neither am I
flunkies from putting up the
this being "the best of all posRonald V. Dellums, D- Calif.) has
717·2211.
\.
advocated Black and white unite.
knooklng the election comml~ee
r em e n ~
d candidates
s'.ble world/
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The Howarq University School
of. Law highlighed its annual celebration of "Law Week" with
The
Martin
Luther
King
Memorial Award being preserh:ed
to Reverend Andrew Young of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, This award is
given annually to p~rson5 who
exemplify achievements comparable to those incorporated in the
Dream of Dr.. King. Al$.o, dur- ()
ing Law Week, a $1 ,000.00 check
was donated to the Angela Davis
1
Defense Fund.
The $1 ,006' check was p~
sented to Dean Miller by L s
Gaines, president of the Studen
Bar Association on April 29 at
the awards ceremony. Accord- \
ing to Gaines, this money has \
'traditionally been used for the
annual Barristers Ball, This
year, a majority of the Law
students voted that the money
should be used in the defense of
Sister Angela.
"And too, since Dean Miller
has stated that he will participate
in .the defense of Angela Davis,
we felt it only appropriate that
w~ make this gesture in support of the Dean's actions,"
stated Gaines.

' I
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Election results In run-off
•

By Wiii ie Abrams

In the student government elections held on Wednesday1 Roy
Allen and Sandy Daly emerged
as the two leadlpg candidates in
the eight-man bid for the HUSA
PRESIDENCY. A run-off election
is scheduled for Friday, M.1y 14.
'l'his election yea~for student
government was marked by the
politics of Hope and Reconclliation. It saw \he defeat of Gary
Ayers, the proponent of a program of exposure· regarding
racist and incompetent instructors, Charles Goodman, a former HUSA senator; Arthur Jones,
an exponent of Howard University
as a projector of the forces of
Black Liberation; Joel Mungo,
the principal s4bject of the· past
homecoming monetary scandal
:µid a proponent of Love, Peace
a'nd Understanding on the campus; Adam Renfroe, an advocate
of a policy by which HUSA executl~es would be bonded against
a
possible embezzl~ment of
funds; \and Tom Terrell, an advocate of lhe politizatlon of all
entering freshmen.
.
\
. \
Daly outpolled Allen by 43
votes, receiving 492 votes of the
1511 votes cast. Allen received .
449 of the total v0tes cast. Another :pame will be added to the
list ol:,.the defeated contenders
for the":-HUSA presidency, The
other canpidates polled as follow:
Charles ~Goodman 127; Gary
Ayers 104; Adam Renfroe 98;
Tom Terr~l 114; Arthur Jones
22; and JoeI;Mungo 105.

~

said she would be concerned with
the security of HUSA funds and
cited the Office of the Comptroller as to quick to issue requisitions for trivial endeavors.
In the contest for student
trustees, Martin Bolton, polling
597 votes, defeated Eric Hushes, who polled 369 votes, for the
undergraduate position. For the
graduate position, Henry Wyatt,
polling 171 votes, defeated Ewart
Brown, who polled 143 votes.
In the College of Liberal Arts,
Lamont Flanagan won the presidency of the Liberal Arts Student Council, He polled 428votes
and defeated his opponent, Eric
Woods, who polled 111 votes.
Danny Simms, polling 280
votes, won the LASC vice-presidency, He defeated Anthony
Roberts, who polled 226 votes.
In a contest for LASC secretary
between two Brown's, LaDonna
Brown, polling 344 votes, defeated ~osslyn Brown, who polled
164 votes.
What the elections really mean
can only be known next year this
time. To some they represent a
continuation ·of the old order, the
same old headaches an<! unfulfilled promises. To some they
represent the beginning of an era
of trust and honesty, an era of
involvement and a~tlvism and an
era of wlity and re-conciliation.
To others they cannot be analyzed
or interpreted.

Also, after "Law Week", Congressmen
Dellums, Rangel,
Diggs and Conyers spoke to an
overflow · crowd in the Moot
Courtroom.
Previoasly, the
"Black Caucus" was scheduled
to speak during "Law Week" but
they decided to cancel at the
~
last minute. This speaking
engagement was fUlfilled a w~k
The reasoJ\s for the emergence
later by the congressmen only
of Sandy ~y,· ·an economic
after some 29 men and 1 wo- .\. oriented canq}date, and his opman embarked upon a journey
ponent, Roy ~ who is a pro'"The women at Howard need
to Capital Hill to make the Black
ponent of W. E. B. DuBois'
to become more serious about
Caucus give answers as to why
"talen.ted tenth", are nQt at all
the whole issue of liberation
they had served the law school
knowJi. But it seems somewhat
and nationhood, They need to
with a last minute cancellation.
apparent that the " leadership
continue to be a support and an
Within 90 minutes, the 30 law
crisis" and the need for
inspiration to their men, but they
students has successfully com"restr11cturing Howard Univermust also consider their own
·pleted their mission, Dellums,
sity" were factors in this elecrole as the teachers of a new
Diggs, Rangel and Conyers spoke
tion. Both state of affairs have
Black generation.''
W€dnesday, May 5.
been the subject of articles writThese are the words of perten by Acklyn Lynch in his effort
haps the most influential and
The use of law a$ a methou
to move ~he university and stucontroversial sister in the Class
of 1971, Pearl Stewart.
of assisting Blacks in their strugdent government in a more congle for equal rights has been a
structive direction. The present
subject of continuing debate. Most
academic year has witnessed a
mounting distrust and alienation .
frequently, those uncommitted to
the struggle are falling victims
on the part of students regarding HUSA. The crises concernto the argument that you can't
legislate morality, that you caning the HUSA budget and homenot instill brotherly love by edict.
coming ·fUnds brought about a
dramatic revelation of the breakSuch people miss the fundamental
point that the purpose of legisladown in student government, The
tion is not to alter the attitudes
hope and the capacity for reconciliation exemplified by Daly and
of people initially, but to influence
their behavior. By going to the
Allen may well account for their
polling about 55 per cent of the
Capitol these 30 "liberators"
"
yotes.
influenced the behavior of four.
\
Pearl Stewart
members 'Of the "Black Caucus."
The office of HUSA ViceIn our series on the . Clal\s
Out of 400 "liberators", only
President was won by Charles
of 1971 and the important per30 saw the need to approach ConHall. In a three-man contest,
sonalities in that _>J.~s , The
gressm:m Dellums and AsHall polled more than half of the
HILLTOP this week decided to
sociates to find out why the dignvotes casted (623), winning by a
get a woman's view and insight
ity of the Howard University
landslide, His opponents were
into the past four years of
School of Law was being affroQted
Regis Lake, who polled 26)) votes,
struggle for_5hange an~lacl,{by their refusal to appear for
and Renault Hawkins, w.ho poll-· - - ness.
• a speaking engagement during
ed 278." votes. Hall, a political
Pearl, a 20-year-old Roches"Law Week".
science major in the College of
ter, New Yotk native, has been
Liberal Arts and chairman of the
directly involved in student agitaNoting that the 30 "liberators",
recent Political Science Confertion and activism since her freshwent to Capital Hill against the
ence, said that student governman year. She was among the
vote of the Student Council, Les
ment in the past year has been
no more than five femnle stuGaines, the sometimes dogmatic
handled in a way "unbecoming
dents out of thirty-nirie who represident of SBA, stated "that
of human beings in the interest
ceived summons to appear oeeven though they were in a minof bein1? Black••.• "
fore the ju9fciary board prior
ority, it w~ a minority of Blacks
to the 1968 AdmL'ltstration buildwho sat-in and died in the streets
ing take-over.
The)contest for HUSA treasurto get the freedom that the maFurther on the roles of the
er was more significant in this ·
jority now enjoys. This great
women in her class, Pearl said
election than in the past. The
nation was built by and upon the
that for those women who~ar
mishandling of funds as exbodies of minorities. Black bones
ticipated 11 semetimes the rol
perienced during the out-going
have been baked into the bricks
has been one of direct lead admfnistration posed a serious
of this nation, and Black 61ood
ship and other times it ~ en
threat and problem to the student
ts the substance of its mortar.
more supportive, and -there have
body and student government as
Black pride is the strength of a
been other women who have just
·well. Ron Hayes~ polling 330
minority- -that without Black
been supportive in bed - - which
votes of tne total 1304 casted,
dignity we. would never have surmay also be very necessary."
defeated his f1¥e opponents, Devived the past, reached the prePearl added, however, that
feated were Raymond Brown, who
sent nor dared to envision the
"the majority of the , women,
polled 145 votes; Michael Nixon,
future."
like the majority of all students,
who polled 290 votes; Robert
have not directly participated,
Prudhomme, who polled 39 votes;
"Power is the ability to get
but tfieir presence has inspired
Claudette Brown, who polled 308
things done", he continued. "The
the men."
votes; and Charles White, w.ho
end often justifes the means,
On a more personal level
polled 192 votes. All candidates
Thus powerful politicians must
Pearl, an Afr o-AmericanStudies
pledged to maintain and to inbe met head on with powerful p0Umajor, viewed . herself when s he
sure the security of the HUSA
tics; Politicians have proven
was a freshman saying, " l came
BUDGET
themselves rerponsive to power
to Howard looking for more
and people who utilize it. The
awareness than I had." But even
only response gained through
Cheryl Trawick was unopposea
at that time says Pearl, "l tlilnk
head scratching and foot shuffling
for the office of HUSAsecretary. ·
I had more awareness than the
is a bald head and worn shoes."
She rece1ved 1059votes. Trawick
average freshman.'' She credits
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By Robert "The Black" Taylor

her early Black awareness to
her mother whom she termed
11
a very together person."
With this earl~ Black awreness
as her base, Pearl immediately
became involved in the campus
struggle. On achievements she
says, "My /contributions manifest themselves in what has happened. I tried to get involved
in the process of change in any
capacity, But when I started
working on the paper I viewed my
role as a little more defined.''
She explained this in relation to
her column "Thoughts," which
became very popular and controversial last year. She said
her purpose in doing the column
was to "analyze the' campus
· situation and whenever possible
suggest alternatives."
As for her class Pearl believes, 11 the greatest contribution
we made was that we failed -because we were ready and willing to take on Howard Un1versity, but we found that it was
a very hard' task and we lost
what ' little ·direction we had."
She attributed this lost of direction to the drug problem and the
failure of student leadership.
But she said of Michael Harris, 11 1 t~ Mi1'e-was the best
thing- fhat happened to the freshman class. fie contributed a lot.
Many people would be less aware
if it had; not been for Mike."
Other1 contributors to the Black
awareness o the class according to Pearl were Sam Wallace,
John Holton, Q.T. Jackson, Ro-

bert Malson, Adrienne Manns,
and Tony Gittens. She considered
John Holton the most sincere
of her class leaders.
One of the most central problems facing Howard University
says Pearl is that "ever ybody
is trying to psyche or hustle
everybody else." "Most basic,
she believes, "is the man-woman thing. Naturally, everybody
is trying to get over or get
a piece, but that is not adequate. We are fooling ourselves
when we should be analyzing ourselves."
But as for herself, Pearl felt
that the person at Howard who has
had the single most influence
on her has been Ron Anderson.
She viewed Lynn Washington,
and Algenita Scott, as "dynamite
chicks" who, have been very
active in her class.
·

Finally, on direction Pearl
gave her view that the "direction
of Black people should be toward
nationhood -- a structured and
free Black consciousness as one
African people."
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Pearl said that her foremost
goal in the future is "to be a
mother, have six kids, and
educate my children. I will be
very family oriented. " As for '
a man Sister Stewart says he
must be "one who understands
the nature and importance of the
family, and works actively for the
business of liberation - and one
who can tolerate me."
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More than 200 Black students
from California, New York, and
inbetween attended the National
Conference of Black political
Science Students at Howard, during the weekend of May 7.
The highlights of the event
included speeches by author
Chuck Stone and the Honarable
Ronald V. Dellums, a Representative from Cali!ornia.
"I came to Congress to strike
a blow against racism, and a
blow for the dignity of Black
people and other oppressed
people." Dellums spoke at Congressional Nlght, Saturday evening.
"Democrats and Republicans
are on opposite s ides of the
s ame coin. I did not come here
as a party politician."
Addressing hims elf to the topic
of the Relevance of Black Politics, the congressman defined
the term and then outlined goals
for Black Americans.
"Politics is aI mechanism
by
'
which. people attempt to achieve
their self-interest. What is the
self-interest of Black people?
••. to be human qeings, live
in peace, freedo m, }µs tice, and
humanity, to grow and develop
as Black people and\ that the
goals be achieved in An;ierica."
The popular ideological \concept
of Pan-Mricanism was labelled
as international escapism.\ "You
and I have a . responsibility in
America, " Dellums said.
The young legislator advocated
an alliance with the peace movement, ecology, and women's liberation. "You don't h!ive to be
Black to be a nigger in Amer- \
ica, if you don't believe it ask
Lt. Calley," whom alleged was

a scape goat of the Vietnam
war.
According to ChuckStone, "We
are about Black nationhood, When
it comes to nationhood, all of
us have to labor 24 hours a
day. Black political science must
liberate Black people. We must
learn what the mistakes were
in order not to duplicate them.
We need to go beyond the tradional assemblies of knowledge
to establish a Black methodology." He called for the use
of observation in order to predict and scientific method combined with a mother-like analysis.
Stone, the principal speaker
Friday night, maintained that
"Blacks have been treated llke
a nation but we never responded
as· a nation." He suggested
"Brownmanship," a Pan-Atricanist ideology combined with
different educational procedures
which would not ,oppress and subjugate colpred people for the
purpose or 'economic exploitation
as he claims traditional academic has done.
Stone and Dellums s et the mood
of the Conference. Attempts were
made to conceive original concepts and actions to solve problems, rather than to partake
of the same' sthle rhetoric or
get high on ego-trips.
In the welcome, Charles Hall,
the Sophomore chairman of the
c.onference told the conferees,
"I hope you are here for serious business, trying to find answers that will help Black people.
If we fail, it would be because
the American society did not
intend for Blacks to be participants."

i

I

\

.

Grim

' to keynote speaker,
According
Liberal Arts Student Council
President, John Holton, "The
role of Black political scientists
is to create new political mechanisms. Black liberation must be
by our hands, we cannot rely on
white institutions to solve our
problems, we · must create our
own. We must provide our people
with some type of availible or
new political institution. Our
knowledge must be ba.Sed on research and experience.'' He concluded that Black Political
Scientists must "always question, analyze and record.''
The speeches of Friday night
wer~ followed by a reception in
the University Ballroom. Then
students, many of whom were
housed in . Howard's Carver
dormitory, got together to rap.
Saturday morning and after- noon were spent in works hops.
Participants chose from topics
such as Political Science Curriculum, Black Liberation, Black
Politician, Student Involvement in
Politics, and Research.

F~iry Tale

Once upon a time, deep in the
jungle, lived four frogs. The
eldest, JOEL NUNGO, a veteran
of Lilly-pod battles, wanted to
become the top frog in the pond.
But there we~e three other
frogs too. CHARLIE GOODWOMEN, GARY AREES, and ROY
ALLONE. They too wished to be
king frog.
One day the big fish (named
"GIMMIE CHEEKIE") asked
them why they Wlll}ted to become
king frog.
"To liberate frog people,'' they
croaked in unison.
1 "From wha{ or whom "asked
,
GIMMIE CHEEKIE.
NUNGO replied, "From ripoffs in frog government."
·Said GOODWOMEN, "From
dope peddlers on campus.''
"As for me, " said ARE ES.
"Eradicate the campus of the
hustlers and gamblers."
"You're all c r~y, " cried ALLONE. "I'm about movin' against
poeple with "big-heads" and repulsive egos.
/
Before he finished, the othe,I
frogs hopped a~ay, hurrying to
get their campaigns underway.
During the last week of c,rmpaigning, the pond was lit up with
s igns, slogans and pictures. The
PONDTOP quoted NUNGO as
stating.
/
"Elect me •••l'm goin' ta git
ya'll everything' (you punk
motherfuckers). GpDDWOMEN:
"Elect me•••I worked with Welf are frogs (for awhile)." ARE ES:
"Elect me•• .I'm coordinator of
the "Pond Project." ALLONE:
"Elect me•••l' m Stokely Carmich ... oops! I started the Carmicheal••• "
On the night before the elec-

I

Although an effort was maae
by those attending to formulate
new concepts for Black people,
the usual discourse, pr ominent
on the conference circuit for
the pass three or ' foul years
prevailed.
Hopefully the sessions pro• vided a beginning to viable and
creative atlernatives to replace
what the Howard Political
Science Society has termed as
" non-functional concepts." "The
American Political dogmas of
the Past are inadequate for the
stormy present and the dim
future."

tion, the animals and JJl}l the
frogs of the pond got together
for a meeting. They all agreed
that none of the candidates were
to be king. And they weren't
going to vote for the "lesser of
four evils." That happened last
year.
Working late into the night,
they came up with a plan.
I
The frogs arrived the fouoJ ing morning at the polling b'Odfh.
They were met by the entire
pond community. Taken b sur'prise, the frogs were hel spellboWld by these words:
\

"Our community is in academic turmoil, our forest is
being exploited by strange hairy
be~s , ~d all ; YOU frogs .do
is croak--all day and night. A
real governmen't rests in the
hands of us--the entire community, not in a,r{y one of you four
frogs. Now, either weworkjointly or get out while••• "

I

, . j ·

They never finished, NUNGO
jumped on a yellow canary and.
new away. GOODWOMEN was
seen ·jumping towards A.C .--t ie
beach. AREES had to hop aw y.
All he had in his pockets ere
dice. And ALLONE r ode ou on a
red dr agonfly. mumme g to
himself over and over
"They can't do this to me, I'm
Stokely Carm ..• "
Moraf ofthestor : If the people
cannot find a wort representative for govern ent, then the
people themselv, s must assume
the total res onsibility of the
government.

\

A,\ report· onPart
.the Americas-----II·
·
In the Caribbean, the critical
issue remains Black Power, and
the struggle of oppressed Black
peoples against foreign economic
domination undergirded by puppet
intermediaries who run tbe respective governments and are
nothing but colonial functionaries. The serious economic problems facing the Caribbean are:
1) small (both in terms of
size and distribution of income)
and undiversified economies with
a high dependence on imports
of both capital and consumer
goods.
I
•
2) limited natural resources.
3) chronic unemployment and
under-employment which varies
from 15 to 25 percent of the
labor force
4) low productivity of labor
5) uncertain markets for the
main agricultural exports (sugar,
bananas, citrus fruits etc.)
In certain countries production
and export of a primar y •product
•

\

•

viz petroleum in Trinidad, and
bauxite in Jamica, together with
tourism has been the main source
of employment and foreign exchange. These industries are
mainly in the hands of foreigners.
The racial tension in Jamaica .
is obvious and the political explosion is inevitable. The racioeconomic situation there is tragic
with effective economic control
being manipulated by American,
British and Canadian investors,
J ews, Syrians and Chinese. The
gap between rich and poor widens
daily, with high rates of unemployment and underemployment
stifiing social progress. The poor
and the dispossessed in Jamaica
are Black. They are angry and
they ~re ready to revolt.
The sifuation in Trinidad anc
Tobago continues to be critical
as young people carry forward
the struggle against the corrupt
People's National Movement,
which has been the ruling party
in power for the past sixteen
years. The recent trials (court
martials) of the military men
who revolted in 1970 have been
a mockery of justice- _and a poll•

By A ck tyn Lync h

tical 'gimmic of Pri~e Minister
Eric Williams to regain the confidence ()f the people in his government.\ He has not succeeded
for he has not been able to deal
seriously V{ith the important issues raised in the Black Power
insurrection of 1970. Dr. Williams is hoping to win the elections in 1971, against a fragmented political opposition, but
even if the People's National
Movement is returned to power,
the majority of the people of
Trinidad and Tobago have already
registered their charge against
a moribund political party and
ineffectual leadership. In addition, young people under 25 years
of age, who comprise about sixtyfive percent of the population and
who join the ranks of the unemployed daily have been alienated
(rom and in revolt against the
~illiams government. It is inevitable that the second explosion will take place soon, but
if Dr. Williams is returned to
power, one can easily forecast
that he will move to tighten his
. autocratic control in the characteristic fashion of Papa Doc in
Haiti.
·
In Grenada, the Virgin Islands
and Bermuda, also Barbados,
the paranoia of tnepr esent leadership against Black Power advocates has been comical and sad.
In these countries like the rest
of the Caribbean, you have majority Black populations being
effectively controlled· economically, politically, and culturally
by minority white foreign and
local inter ests through commerce, mass media, and religion.
In 1970, the Black Power Conference, which was to be held
in Barbados, was candelled by
the government following rebellions in Trinidad and Tobago.
Mor e recently, the distinguished
C.L.R. James, C-aribbean scholar, was barred from entering
Bermuda while on his way from
England to visit some friends.
The irony of this tragic situation ls that Mr. J ames can reside in London, but he cannot
enter Bermuda, a Britishcolony.
Only in Guyana perhaps has
there been a serious approach
to dealing with the question of

•

Black Power from a c·aribbean
perspective. Prime Minister
Forbes Burnham, influenced by
Br other Eusie Kwyana and other
young nationalists have opened
up serious debates in the country on social and pol1t1ca1 questions effecting the region and he
has allowed Black Power advocates in the Hemisphere free
access to his country. He has also
aligned his country ln a positive fashion with African countries as evidenced by his stand
at the Commonwealth Conference
in Singapore, and the Third World
Heads of State Conference held
Zambia last year. In addition,
Mr. Burnham has recently nationalized the bouxite industry
(Emba Bauxite Co.), which is an
hnportant political step in the
S:aribbean.
In H~ti, President Duvalier
has appointed his twenty year
old son as his successor. The
political situation continues to
be anachronistic, as Haiti remains a monument of backwardness. In the Dominican Republic,
the struggle against the Balaguer
government and American Capitalist interests continues. However, the revolutionar y struggle
there has been making limited
progress to date.
In Puerto Rico, the ·lndep~
dence Struggle has been in; the·
doldrums, for it has been unable to place itself in any historical context. The Puerto
Ricans do not see themselves as
Spaniards, Africans, Indians,
Latin Americans, North Americans or as Caribbean peoples.
They are in political and cultural limbo, and as a result
they have not been able to hook
up with progressive revolutionary forces in other parts of
the Americas. Puerto Rito is the
tragic example of a twentieth
century colony reaching for
identity, purpose and direction.
The recent University crisis ill
which some students were killed
in a confrontation with the police
has forced the closing down of
the University since March 11th,
1971 and a clash between Republican governor Ferr e and
the
•
lndependistas.
Cuba _still remains the most
•

J

controversial couuf·ry in the
Caribbean. Its econo\nlc -progr ess has been hindered by the
failures of La Zafra (the 10million ton sugar harvest of
1970), for there have been serious economic dislocations re
suiting from shortages, bad pl ning and inefficient distrib on
of resources. It will tak the
country some time to r cover
fr om this disaster as B emier
Fidel Castro himself a itted in
his famous July 26th p) eech l~t
year. However, the ocial pro·gress in Cuba in the ast decade,
especially in ed cation, ,me'
dicine, art, athl ics and ·housing has been p nomenal. Cuba
has begun to evelop the new
man of the 1st Century, and
Cuban yout (15 years and under) do n have any parallels
in the
mericas.
/
In 1\1 xico, President Luis
Eche~eria has promised to
carr y; forward 'the program of
Mex$ anization. He is dedicated
to he progress and development
of
Mexico on its own terms •
1
exico refuses to give any inestment. guarantees to foreign
capital and Mexico must have
majority ownership in all new
foreign capital ventures. The new
President has drawn around him
a group. of dedicated young men
whose concern is acceler ated
growth and development while
asserting Mexico's independent
political stance in the Americas.
One of the principal aims of
the pr esent government is to
extend the benefits of economic
development to a greater percentage of the population. The
government I is attempting to
eliminate bad living conditions
by improving educational faclli
ties, health benefits , hous g
standards and income distr ution. Emphasis in the past has
been on acceler ation of economic
growth without concomitant social progress. This created
ser,
ious social im balances which
must now be overcome.
The Republics of Central
America have not made much
pro§ress in the recent past. Internal political conflicts and the
war between El Slavador and Honduras have set back the Central

Am lean Common Market, proba y the only viable solution
f economic development for the ,,.
egion. Social and economic progress has been limited and the
explotitation of the peasant c6ntinues. The oligarches and the
military supported by the nited
Frit
, Company and the nited
States still dominate t
political
structure. Rev6lutionary activity is mainly rur al
and heavily concent,ated in Guatemala, for the wme is bitter
and the ' wretched of the earth
struggle courageously against
their oppressed/condition.
Latin American countries are
faced with the problems of foreign control of important sectors of their economies. They
are also handicapped by their
dependence on world 1narket
prices that are ,..fixed by the
advanced countries, since they
operate in a buyer's ir.'ket in
world trade.
Latm American export are continuously subject to he sharp
fluctuations of world prices and
foreign trade. This places
servere constraints on future
developme.1t pla,nning, specially
when the prices for imports of
industrial goods and consumer
items fromzldvanced countries
have been r ing steadily.
Further ore, tt ., social injustices , r sulting fIVm historical
class d color imperatives and
inequi es heighten internal con:\m rican
cieties.
,

I

and Caribbean so-

/f he

Americas will face some
mportant crisis in · tl;ie decade
of the seventies. The struggle
between the revolutionary ahd
reactitnary elements continues
with t e United States maintaining e ective control over the
means of capitalist production,
thereby / splitting, the countries;
into those who are in favor of
alliances and those who are in
favor of progress . The s~irit
of Che Guevarr a roams freely
troughout the Americas w~per
ing to the young people, t~riests ,
peasants, soldiers and orkers,
that they should rise up d throw
off the capitalist yoke of imperialism, and 'bring into being
a new social order with a .-new
man in the 21st Century.
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Its seems like such a long
arrangements during the CIAA
and had to sit out a year. (He
time since I came to Howard
tournament two years ago. (Let
came back and Howard posted
University. Three years ago. I've
me tell you, it was roorp sera 7-2 record, the best in the
s een a lot of things since then. \ vice.)
school's history since 1964.)
Like three years ago, women 1
I· remember going to Saint
I remember those standhad curfews. Now you can't get
Paul's college, taking one look
ing room cr owds of 25 ' people
them out of the dorm---their
at the women, and wishing I
for basketball games three years
nigger is in there with them.
\Could have gotten back on . the
ago. (I don't know where the
A lot of things change and
bus. (You dudes at Howard don't
3,600 'people came from that
then some don't. I came here
know what you got here!)
was 1n the gym tor the Norfolk
not knowing a goddamn thing
I remember when we had a
State game this year, but they
and I'm leaving the same way.
haUback named Art Spence. (it's
sure had a whole lot of soul!)
But when you look back, it's not
too \ bad he's not here now. He'd
1 remember my last year at
what you learned, it's what you've
be an All-American too.)
Howard as being the best year
seen and at Howard, I've seen
I remember when I thought
ever for sports 1n the school's
a lot of sports.
Mike \ Okala was white. (The "
history. (Right on! Right on.')
This being my last • column
brothe11 is black and a damn
I remember Cheryl Jones, the
ever, I thought I'd sl\are some
good tennis player.)
first Gridiron Queen who was
of those memories with you.
I remember when they told
selected by the football team
I remember President Cheek
me Jules
\Trapp
was
dumb.
(That
without all the bullshit. (SweetI
coming to a sporting event. (He ' was the• coaches
talking. They
ness.)
got lost trying to find the White
thought a 3.4 wasn't double
I remember Larr y Eato, a
House.)
figures so he had to be stupid.)
brother who never played high
I remember when the Judo
I rememb~r when the cheerschool basketball and had a histeam took third at Yale Unileaders turned out the CIAA
tory of injuries Ben Casey
versity. (Tell me a nigger can't
tournament last year. (If they'd
couldn't cure, but he came on
go Ivy-League and make it.) ·
gotten the chance, they'd done
to lead the Bison in scoring
I remember when Godfrey
"ARN"
it this year.)
\
this year. (Do 1t brother Eato.)
Revis use to make life miserI remember when the soccer
I rememlJer the George Tates,
able for the football coaching
team went to Philadelphia and
question was who was gotng to
the Charlie Vances, the Chris
sta!f. Now he's a coach. (Yea
won a soccer game and a boxbe the new athletic director. (yle
Mellos the O.B. Grays and all
Redg, when you hear the fellows
ing match on the s:\.me,day. (The
got Leo Miles, so far a good
the other athletes recruited at
talking about a jive motherfucker,
brothers from the Islands are
one.)
Howard and then told there was
that's you).
bad.)
no ..place for them in the proI remember Mr. Richard FreeI remember the Kappallnethis
I remember whep Howard
gram. ~ (The man ain't the only
man Bell ·who use to be the
year and this thing at the end . ~ one who!ll use you.)
played UCLA in the semifinals
•
director of Central Control in
of the NC AA. (Hold your hearts . of it that looked like an es.capee
the Men's Gym. He died Oct.
from the Ringling Brothers' Cirfans, it was soccer not basket30 1969.
cus. (Turned out it was Charles
ball.)
I remember when the baseI remember when the HILLMilhouse who showed more
ball team had a tliree game lead
I remember Howard winning
TOP didn't have a sport page.
moves there than he did 9n the
every Homecoming game they
in the CIAA and lost the title.
(Maybe it was better off.)
football team.)
played ' while I was here. (Not
(I think they remember too.)
I remember when .Frank Silva
many others but at least those.)
I remember when Coach TillI remember Gary Miller's
\lSed to be a coach at Howard.
man Sease had a heart attack
great times and races in CIAA
I remember when Joel Mqngq
(Maybe· he's better off.)
was noted for his football play-\
I remember when DonaldWare
ing ahd jam sessions during
I
was s igned by the Washington
basketball games. (Now he noted
~edskins . (They didn't evenknow
for the jam he's in,)
that we played football · at HoI remember that they always\
ward. And they were right.)
put "Howard" before the words:
. I remember when Howard was
CIAA Wrestling Champions. (I
str uggling to survive in the CIAA.
wonder why.)
Now they' re talking about going
I remember when Johnny Fairbig-time. (Niggers always want
fax was more concerned about
to ride around in Callidacs when
having something written about
should be driving Fords.) , I
\ him rather than writing himI remember when Orgahs
self. (Now look at him-the ShirRpcket won the citywide intraley Povich of the HILLTOP.)
mural basketball championship.
I remember when Tommy •
(That was when we had an inF:reeman didn't have a beard
tramural program.)
and played tennis. (Nuff said about
I remember when Robert Butthat.) .
ler used to be a quarterback.
I remember when the crew
(I bet he can't even remetnqer
t eam \ won its first race this
that.)
l
year. ~he Potomac hadn't seen
I remember when pe~ple said
anything like it since old George
"King Kong," they were talking
threw a silver dollar across it.)
about a movie. (That was before
I remember when the golf team
Cardozo High School sent us
won the CIAA title for tne first
a wild man named Bobby King.)
time ever. (Unfortunately, they
I remember when a basketlos t 1t this year.)
I .rem.ember when Arnold Mc• ball player like John Roberts
Knight wasn't coach of the basewas the star of the team. (Think
E.
D.
ball team. (Those of you who'll
back now•••)
be her(l. next year can remember
I remember when we didn't
when he was.)
have a sports information direcI remember when Egidio Mellotor. (You say we do now?)
was a football player.
I remember when Tommy Lee
.
.•
I remember Mrs. Harris and
was bald ::-.eaded.
the secreterial staff at the men's
I remember when Alvin Hengym. (Beauty and brains.)
derson and Keith Aqui were noI remember a pep rally for the
bodies. (Now they call themselves
Bison football team. (ThP squad
All - Americans.)
must have appreciated it, they
I remember when Ron Mabra
won their first and only game at
or no-bra or something like that
RFK Stadium.)
was a loud- mouth freshman. (Now
I remember when Shirrell
he's an All-America. Tell me
(Tiny) Ogden went out for footwhat a big mouth won't do,)
ball. (They're still trying to find
I r emember beating Joe HoG.
clothes to fit him.)
war d in a basketball game in
I remember Norm Brown havLivingstone College gym. (No
100,{, Discount for Howard Students.
ing one of his finest day as a
competition.) . . \
quarterback against Maryland
I remember when the only
Eastern Shore this past year.
_ .... - - - - t;onvenient Budget 1 erms .
running Mike Nixon did V(as on
(Our heroes are soon forgotten.) ,
a track. (Now he wants to run
after your money. He's good but
I remember this ~ear's great
fr
e s h m an class of athletes.
he's also fast.)
Bobby Lewis, Warren Hollins,
I remember when they told
Willie Harrell, · Robert Woodme there was , a ~ rew team,
lawn, Butch White and all the 1
(Surprise, Surpr.ise.)
rest too numerous to name.
I remember when Calvin Shingi
ler, Larry Eato and I came
,
up with some unusual sleeping
Jewelers Sin,ce 1932
I r emember when the burning
I

~.
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competition. (The CIAA thought
so too, they awarded him the •
outstanding Swimmer award.)
I rememberJimmyWalkerwho
managed to play football, become
a four time CIAA wrestling champion and maintain a high average in Engineering.
I remember Steve Powell, who
was so good a pitcher last year,
the Washington Senators offered
him a tryout. (From the way
the Senators have been playing,
Steve would have been a big
help,)
I remember finally, my great
staff for the past three years.
Lena Williams, Johnny Fairfax,
Linda Lou, Tiny, Leroy Lashley,
Noel Tait, Gary Lindsay, Greg ,
Sashi Kearse, Burke Pollard,
Paddy Sigmon, Nor m Brown, Phil
Anglade, Gary Miller, Jim Cope,
Robbie Palm, Alan Peters, Keith
Donnelly and Richard Douglas.
(Thanks a lot. I may have never
said it, but I appreciate everything.)
·••• AND AN0THER THING. I've
spent three years at Howard,
most of 1t on the sports pages
of the HILLTOP. A lot of people
have told me they've enjoyed
my columns and many others
have just enjoyed reading them.
To all of you I wanttosaythanks.
It's rough going, but yougottago.
''
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We have only five perso nalities this week
,

because most faculty members who were
asked refused to respond .
'

Were they afraid? This is a co1~ment in itself.

I

By Photo Staff

Question:

As~ faculty m~mber, what do you

I

.

'

think of the administration?

\

•
'

•

•
•

'

Ro~rt

Edward West
Professor
Dept . of Drama
"There seem to be only a few
admini s trat o r s who
c on ce rn e d with
problems."

Cesar G . Santos, M.D.
Dept. of Anato1ny
College of Medicine
.. , feel . that now th e
adnunistration is beginning to
feel the right needs and is really
trying to fill these gaps."

•

f

'
•
•

Dr. Clifton R. Jones
Dept. of Sociology
..The administratio n ...appears to
be developing a sound program
of education at all levels. It may
not be apparent at th is mo nent
that this is true , because all the
pr ogr a m s t ha t h ave been
r ec om me nd ed ca nn o t be
implemented immediately. It is
my o pini o n that Howard
Universit y is beinning to move in
the direction for which too long
it was taken for granted.''
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Michael Viola , M.D.
College of Medicine
''The administratio n has f inally
found its role in aggressively
acquiring money to support the
delivery of health services ,
s ubsidizing of research and
r ecrui t men t o f t a le nt e d
instructors ..,

..

Dr. Frederick D. Peagler
Chairman
Department of Histo pathology
Dental School
' ' Wh e n th e
pr ese nt
a dminis tra ti o n took office
everyo ne realized they had a
mo numental. task to ,perforn1.
Obviously changes of such a
1nagnitude cannot be wrought
overnight . Any honest appraisal
will reveal progress ' is being
made. I personally am convinced
it will continue.•:
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